Money Wheel Blaze Table

What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Money Wheel Blaze Table apart?
Blaze Big 6/Money Wheel is the perfect addition to excite players.

Features & Benefits
Assists with Dealer accuracy
Highlights winning bets, which assists players & enhances
security
Patented animations across the gaming surface
LCD touchscreen dealer console
Quick and easy to install
Low maintenance, long-life LEDs
Compatible with both the 52 and 54 pin LED Big 6/Money Wheels
Compatible with the 23” e-FX™ Display
Easy to operate; little training required
Excited and entertains existing and new players alike

Stunning Game Sequences
Blaze for Big 6/Money Wheel Tables provides stunning game
sequences which are projected under an acrylic screen or
traditional cloth layout. These eye-catching animations attract,
excite and captivate new and existing players, providing a unique
visual spectacle for your casino floor.

Interactive Themes
With the flexibility of Blaze LED Surface Technology, your casino
can create its own unique and interactive themes for your
Big 6/Money Wheel games. Previous themes created have been
a music-inspired Jukebox which players can rock out to, as well as
a Pinball-inspired game that brought the vintage arcade theme to
the casino floor.
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Energy Efficient
Blaze LED Surface Technology is energy efficient and offers
much longer operating life compared to traditional illuminated
tables, which consist of a light box and individual lights that
require regular replacement. Comparatively, Blaze uses a
single LED surface under the layout meaning that game play is
uninterrupted and regular maintenance is limited.
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Let’s get technical
Table Height
Table Width
Table Depth

791mm
2334mm
1414mm

Colour Options

Available in a number of colours and finishes

Electronics Options

Built in cooling fans
Blaze Lightbox Output
Dealer Console

Compatible Products

GFL Optimisation
GFL Media
52 and 54 pin Big 6 / Money Wheel
23” e-FX™ Display
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